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Introduction
TeachMeFisting shows you everything - the sweetest looking girls open wide to accept hands, baseball
bats and lots of other objects as deep as their partners can shove them! This site gets a thumbs-up... way
up!

Adult Review
Some of The Tongue's Tastebuds have been emailing us and asking about Fisting sites. There are plenty of sites out there that
claim to offer quality fisting content but very few actually do. After a long search, TeachMeFisting is the absolute best site on
the net for serious fist-fucking fans!
  
  The site does not use any tricks or fake camera work. It doesn't frustrate you by keeping the thumb out of these sexy bitches.
Every update includes a very pretty model taking the whole hand or the thick end of a baseball bat or a variety of other tools
deep into their cunts. These are girls who enjoy the art of fisting and they rarely stop smiling as their holes get used to the
limit of their capacity!
  
  The interface of the site is very simple to use and things are clearly marked so even an internet novice will have no trouble
finding their way around.
  
  TeachMeFisting already contains an archive of 127 complete updates. Each update includes video and pictures that bring
your fisting fantasies to life. 
  
  The site updates weekly but instead of waiting 7 days for new smut, the site gives you a new clip of the action each day of
the week with the finale and the complete scene one click download becoming available each Tuesday. That's 127 complete
scenes and a new update segment each day after you become a member.
  
  The videos can be streamed online or downloaded to your hard drive. Downloads come in either high quality 512x384 or
medium quality 400x300. Scenes are usually 30-45 minutes long.
  
  Don't worry about the stats and numbers. What you really need to know is that the fisting on this website is fucking hot.
There aren't many sites out there that will let you download video of a beautiful woman fucking a regulation size wood
baseball bat. TeachMeFisting does!
  
  Pictures from this site are crystal clear 1280x856 resolution and are suitable for printing out, collecting on your hard drive or
freaking out your friends by updating your computer screen wallpaper with them daily! Every update comes with 100-150
pictures for each. You can also download entire picture sets or one page of pictures at a time as .zip files. That means
lightning quick downloads.
  
  TeachMeFisting offers a 1 day trial subscription for $1.95 or a 30 day monthly membership for $29.95. Best of all, if you
sign-up and remain a member for a couple months they offer a "loyalty bonus." They actually lower your monthly rate by
five bucks a month and let you add two new sites from their network to your portfolio every month that you remain a
member.
  
  So, if you stay a member for a few months you quickly get access to 10 or 12 other websites for $24.95 a month instead of
the one site you get for $29.95 to start off with. That's an incredible amount of new content added to the mix each and every
month that you remain a member and a great reason to stop hopping from one site to the next.
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Some of our Tastebuds wanted a quality fisting site so we went out and found the best one on the web for them.
TeachMeFisting is what they have been looking for. If you ever have a special request, be sure to let The Tongue know and
we will do your searching for you!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'All five fingers find their way knuckles deep in these divas!'
Quality: 94  Updates: 88 Exclusive: 95 Interface: 92
Support: 83 Unique: 94    Taste: 95        Final: 92

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Amateur, Exclusive, Extreme, Fetish, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: 1 Days for $1.95 Billing Options: Credit Card
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: -1
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